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Abstract. Diagrams are powerful tools that can be applied to help us elucidate 

complex relationships and elegantly convey information. The scope of this paper 

lies in showcasing the advantages of diagrams over plain text for analyzing 

historical worldviews and highlighting the pedagogical value they bring to 

studying the history of science. In order to accomplish this, we have applied 

diagramming techniques to a rich episode in the history of science: cosmology 

and theology in Medieval Christian Europe.  
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1 Introduction 

Our research seeks to highlight the virtues of diagrammatic notation for the purpose of 

visualizing worldviews. Traditionally, diagrammatic notation has not been applied to 

the study of epistemic change in medieval thought. It is often the case that one needs to 

read chapters of information in order to grasp the positions of historical agents as their 

epistemic backgrounds are so foreign to our own. Our diagrams provide a concise 

summary of the views and arguments of these agents, which enable them to serve as 

pedagogical tools. This is accomplished by showcasing the agent’s background 

assumptions and the structure of their reasoning. All of the historical information 

represented in these diagrams has been taken from Edward Grant’s 2001 textbook, God 

and Reason in the Middle Ages. 

2 Applications of the Diagrammatic Notation 

This paper draws on the thoughts of prominent agents and proponents of cosmological 

beliefs popular in Europe between the 13th and 15th centuries. The first diagram is a 

timeline, which efficiently summarizes a variety of events in a single visual. It is worth 

noting that the lifespan of Jean de Ripa is denoted by an imprecise data bar because the 

details of the specific years of his lifespan are ambiguous.  
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Fig. 1. Timeline of the lifespans of key cosmological thinkers form 1096- 1400. 

The second diagram serves to summarize the theories of particular thinkers. Diagram 2 

is a theory-relation diagram, which reconstructs the logical structure of Richard 

Lombard’s argument against the instantaneous motion of angels. The diagram 

incorporates a definition box, which provides the definition of “An Instant”, as well as 

callout boxes to highlight fruitful discussion points. Additionally, boxes with a 

perforated border are used to denote implicit premises, which are premises that were 

not explicitly claimed by the agent but are necessary for deductive validity. The 

“funnel-down” structure of theory relation diagrams helps the reader to understand how 

broad and general premises can be combined layer by layer to reach a precise 

conclusion.  

 

 

[0.2] Timeline for lifespan of agents [God and Reason (Grant), Lindberg, 
CHSv2]

14001100 1300

1225-1274:

St. Thomas 

Aquinas

1096-1160:

Peter Lombard

1200

1249-1308:

Richard of 

Middleton

1300-1358:

Gregory of Rimini

1300-1349:

Thomas 

Bradwardine

1300s:

Jean de Ripa

1301-1358:

Jean Buridan

1221-1274:

St. Bonaventure

1325-1382:

Nicole Oresme

If an angel can move through some 

medium in an instant, God cannot 

move that angel any faster.
God must be able to move angels faster 

than they can themselves move.

An angel cannot move instantaneously.

Any faster movement across the 

same distance must be done in a 

smaller measure of time.

[3.2] TR - Richard of Middleton on the Instantaneity of Angels’ Motion Grant G&R (pp. 
258-259)

There is no faster motion than 

instantaneous motion.
God cannot will a contradiction.

Logically this is 

unnecessary, but within the 

context it may be important 

to specify limits to God’s 

omnipotence that were 

under debate at the time.

Richard of Middleton’s definition of An 

Instant does not fall into the problem of 

infinite regress (infinitely dividing units of 

time)  because it assumes that the series 

converges to a finite value (an instant).

An Instant ≡

The smallest possible 

measure of time.
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Fig. 2. Theory Relation diagram of Peter Lombard’s Argument against the instantaneous motion 

of angels. 

The third and final diagram is a 3-way mosaic comparison between Aristotle, Nicole 

Oresme, and Jean Buridan on the possibility of God creating many worlds, as well as 

the existence of infinite void space. Each folder of the diagram represents an individual 

agent’s mosaic—their collection of beliefs and other epistemically relevant elements. 

The merits of a mosaic comparison diagram over pure text are best showcased with two 

or more agents, as a single diagram contains information about multiple thinkers and 

highlights the juxtaposition of their beliefs. In Diagram 3, the seven sections of the 

visual clearly delineate which theories belong to which agents and allow the reader to 

seamlessly cross-reference the available information between thinkers.  

 

 

  
Fig. 3. 3-way mosaic comparison of Aristotle, Oresme, and Buridan on the multiplicity of 

worlds.  
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[8] Mosaic Comparison: On God creating many world (pp. 453-454 CHS V2)

Nicole Oresme

Aristotle

Jean Buridan

God is the final 

cause of the 

universe.

God could not create 

several worlds.

There is no 

infinite space 

beyond our 

world.

There is infinite space 

beyond our world.There has never 

been nor will 

there be more 

than one 

corporeal world.

The cosmos is 

infinite.

The centre of the 

universe does not 

exist.

Void space 

exists.

It is unlikely that 

there will ever be 

other worlds.

God is 

omnipotent

.

God could create 

several worlds.

The centre of 

the universe 

exists.

The 

cosmos is 

finite.

Void space 

does not 

exist.

God is the efficient cause 

(creator) of the universe.

God is not 

omnipotent.

God did not 

create 

several 

worlds.
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